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1 Introduction

Kronos Net is a comprehensive computer system intended for the modern security agency or

other enterprise managing objects for permanent monitoring.

General System Structure

Kronos Net System is a fully network solution built based on trilaminar modular

architecture.

Kernel is a central module of Kronos Net System. Among others it is responsible for the

following: the signal processing, disclosing data from the database and work control of

remaining modules.

The following scheme is showing the model structure. All modules can be installed on

one computer for simple installations.

The  producer  recommends  using  at  least  two

computers: one as the data and signal server second as

the operational station.
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Hardware Requirements

The software house spared no effort to make Kronos Net System really efficient and to

at the same time keep minimal hardware requirements for a computer on which it is

started. However, choice of the specific computer configuration is a difficult process and

 largely depends on used channels of monitoring and the amount of accounts. Before

the purchase one should contact the producer or a distributor in order to agree on the

appropriate hardware platform.

It is assumed that for monitoring of 500 accounts by commute way and establishing 15

signals per day  from every account, such computer will be enough: 

  2 GHz Celeron processor,

 1 GB RAM memory,

 80 GB disc,

 Network card (required for system work even at one station),

 2000/XP/Vista/7/8  Windows and MSDE or MsSQL Express 2005/2008/2012,

 Appropriate amount of serial ports.

Monitoring of 1000 accounts by commute way and radio/GSM, establishing 100 signals

on average per day from every account, requires the computer such as:

2 GHz DualCore processor,

2 GB RAM memory,

80 GB disc,

Network card (required for system work even at one station),

2000/2003/2008/2012 Windows Server  and MsSQL Server 2000/2005/2008/2012,

 Appropriate amount of serial ports.

On  account  of  the  plague  of  viruses  and  hackers'

attacks,  the  producer  recommends  applying  the

additional program such as the firewall and the anti-virus.

However, we would like to pay attention to the need of  a

correct configuration of such program as  it  can have an

influence on functioning of Kronos Net System. 
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The  program  has  mechanisms  enabling  to  make  the

backup of  both the database and the configuration. It  is

definitely recommended to carry them out systematically

and to store them in safe places. The producer does not

take the responsibility for the possible data loss.

License Control

The program is safeguarded against the test on the illegal copying. It uses Alladin brand

of Hasp key. These keys are specially prepared  for the program producer and cannot

be replaced  by others. The key is demanded for the correct work of the program and

must be connected to the computer on which the Kernel service is. It is also possible to

use the RemoteHASP driver which will be sending to the Kernel license data from the

HASP key, connected to  another computer equipped with the USB port.

The duty of the key update  in case of the licence version

lies with the system user. 

Violating  the  restrictions  concerning  the  amount  of

monitored accounts  and the product life cycle included

in  the  key  results  in  immediate  system  stop  and  is

treated  by  the  producer  as  violating  his  copyright  and

property.

The  program  works  without  the  key  at  implementing

maximum  5  objects,  however  this  option  is  used

exclusively for tests and the working program under this

procedure cannot be used for commercial purposes.
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The licensor and his distributors provide software in its

current condition - "AS IT IS". The producer does not take

responsibility for meeting the expectations concerning the

functionality of the system and possible system defects and

losses associated with them.

2 Quick Start

The following teach yourself manual allows for fast acquaintance with the KronosNET

system. Instructions in next chapters are on purpose concise so that it is possible to start

quickly using the program and its functions. The purpose of this instruction is not learning

every detail, but getting acquainted with fundamentals and the modus operandi of the system.

In order to obtain specific information about functions described in the teach yourself manual

we ask to read chapters about specific functions and modules, in which it is possible to find

more useful information and the advanced  functions concerning the KronosNET system.

2.1 System installation

This chapter is intended to guide the user in the simplest possible way through the installation

and the configuration of the program and to acquaint the user with types and elements of the

installation.

To download a current installation version of the system,

please contact the producer or the local distributor of

KronosNET2 system.  

 Terms

Module  - components  of  KronosNET2 system such as  any  system

control panel, Kernel, drivers or software tools.

Kernel - central system module responsible for the signal processing,

sharing data from the database and controlling work of other modules.

Control panel - a set  of modules intended for the user of the system,

allows for work with the system i.e. monitoring, accounting, service of

objects and data input.

Drivers  -  a  set  of  modules  helping  in the  communication  between
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outside devices and the KronosNET system.

Software  tools  -  programs  for  management,  configuration  and

diagnostics of the system and the database.

HASP key - a device containing data of KronosNET system licence.

MSSQL - cost-efficient  database server of  the Microsoft  company in

the free or commercial version.

 Control Panels

Monitoring Console

Module for alerts service, data preview and

generating balance sheets. Basic module for

operator work.

DataEdit Console

The module is used for a data input of objects,

customers and definitions essential for the object 

service  in the monitoring system. It allows for the

monitoring parameters control, servicing,

accounting and contract management with

customers.

Service Console

The Service Control Panel (Console)  enables to

issue documents such as service requests,

maintenance, installation, modernization and

disassembly as well as to go archival documents

through. From this level it is also possible to go

through chosen object data, to generate the

payment for the object and to form different

statements.

Video Console

The module for camera monitoring from many

objects, with the possibility of recording the  image
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from cameras to the system and the preview of

primary object data.

Billing Console

The Control Panel (Console) is used to keep

settlements with customers such as manual or

automatic preparation and review of invoices

based on data taken from other modules. Thanks

to mechanisms of the export of invoices and the

import of receivables it also enables a cooperation

with outside systems.

Server Installation and System Start-up

To install Kronos NET 2.2  system it is necessary to do the following:

1. To  start  the  installer  from  the  Setup.exe  file  and  to  act  according  to  installation

instructions.

2. To read and to accept license agreement and to choose a default  catalogue for the

installation.

3. To choose a "Server" type installation, which will install the following:

Kernel, 

Consoles, 

Software tools,

Elements of HASP key ,

Engine of database MS SQL 2005 Express;

To choose own elements of the installation (e.g. drivers)

one should choose a custom installation.

4. To click Further, and then Install and to wait until the installer will finish the work. After

the completion the installer will offer to restart the system what is essential to start up

the system service.

5. To start the system control panel from start menu or shortcut on the desktop. Every

shortcut has a name suitable for control panel applying.

6. To log into the system as:user next password next.
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Client Installation

This chapter describes the installations of client modules (control panels) and their

configurations for the communication with the main module - Kernel.

To install Kronos NET 2.2  system control panels it is necessary to do the following:

1.To start the installer from the Setup.exe file and to act according to installation

instructions.

2. To read and to accept license agreement and to choose a default catalogue for the

installation.

3. To choose a "Client" type installation, which will install the following:

Consoles:

o DataEdit Console

oMonitoring Console

o Service Console

o Billing Console

o Touch Monitoring Console

o Video Control Panel

Configuration Tool

To choose own elements of the installation (e.g. drivers)

one should choose a custom installation.

4. To click Further, and then Install and to wait until the installer will finish the work. After

the completion the installer will offer to restart the system what is  essential to start  up
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the system service.

5. To start Kronos Software Tool, to choose the general configuration, to add the name

to the list (free description), the IP address and the port of available Kernel.

After starting any module, it will be trying to connect with

the first configured Kernel from the list

6. To start the system control panel form start menu or shortcut on the desktop. Every

shortcut has a name suitable for control panel applying.

7. To log into the system as:user next password next.

2.2 New Account

This chapter describes the basic steps to create the first object.
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 Terms

Account  -  a  protected  building,  a  vehicle,  a  person,  a  guard  or  a

vending machine connected to the system. One object can classify a

few different transmitters.

Synonym - unique object identifier in the system.

Definitions - lists, templates, dictionaries and models for the objects.

Alarm - object state signalled in the Monitoring Control Panel (Console)

after getting the alarm signal back.

Signal -  information received by the KronosNET system driver, sent

by the object device (transmitter).

System Event - information generated by the KronosNET system.

Device  -  reproduction  of  the  physical  object  transmitter  in  the

KronosNET system.

Equipment number - physical identifier of the device at the object

Object data and definitions associated with it have been created from the level of the DataEdit

Console. The shortcut to the module can be found on the desktop or in the start menu:

The access to the console is possible for the user with granted laws, such entitlements by

default has the user: next with the password: next

Default Definitions

Before adding the new object necessary data from the definitions tab in the DataEdit

Console should be supplemented:

Alarms - list of alarms which can be generated by the system;

Alarm Events - connections between the chosen system events and the defined

alarm;

Cities - dictionary of cities for the object; 

Types of Persons - types of persons that can be connected with the object; 

Device Templates  - definitions of devices along with the list of interpreted signals,

Maps - added maps for showing the position of objects.

Currencies - possible currencies for billings with customers

 

Starting work with the system for the first time, please add default values suggested by

the NEXT! company such as :
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default alarms;

default alarm events;

default types of persons; 

demo object - a model new object; 

default templates of signals and devices - list of signals of the most popular formats of

alarm systems.

It is possible to add default data from the Help menu.

Model Object Adding

 It is possible to add the model object with data proposed by the NEXT company from

the Help menu from the function Add Demo Object. 

When it is chosen the synonym for the demo object should be given:

The demo object has entered model basic data:

General Data

General - synonym and object name

Additional 1 - object address

Contacts - direct contacts to the object
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Position - geographic coordinates of the object

Detailed Data

Persons - list of persons related to the object, along with the contact information

and assigned passwords

Remarks - list of remarks at the object

Devices - list of devices definitions related to the object, essential for correct

assigning the received signal with the object

Signals - list of interpreted signals from the device

Parameters of the device and the contact control - rules for alarm generating, in

case of the lack of collecting signals from the device

New Object Adding

To add a new account after clicking the plus icon from the  account tab 

1. To fill the synonym and the object name

To supplement General Data for the object

1. Additional 1 - to fill object address (street, number and city).
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Before choosing the city of the object,  the dictionary of

cities in definitions of the DataEdit Control Panel (Console)

should be completed.

2. Contacts - to add direct contacts for the object (phone number, mobile, fax

or pager).

3. Position - to give or to take geographic coordinates of the object from the

map.

Before choosing the map, available maps for objects in

definitions of the DataEdit Control Panel (Console) should

be defined.

To supplement Detailed Data

1. To add persons related to the object or companies along with contacts in the

person tab. It is necessary to fill: the name of the person, the type of the

person, priority (the lower person is the higher he/she is on the list of

notification), the password and the contact to the person.

 Before choosing the type of the person, the dictionary of

types of the persons in the DataEdit Control Panel

(Console) should be filled. 

2. To add the remarks related to the the object in the remark tab, it is necessary

to fill the name and the remark description. 
To add Device

1. To choose add next to lists of devices from the device tab.

2. As source choose Device patterns

3. To give device data:

o Device template - template from definitions.

o Equipment number - depending on solution proposed by the device producer

it can be: the programmed number of the transmitter, a serial number, a

telephone number of the GSM network or the IMEI number.
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o Device type  - ordinary device.

   

To approve given data.

2.3 Alarm Handling

This chapter describes how to create and operate a new alarm.

 Terms

Signal - information received by the KronosNET2 system driver and

sent by the object device (transmitter).

Alarm - object  state signalled in the Monitoring Console  after  getting

the alarm signal back.

Event - information generated by the user or the system based on the

performed activities associated with the object service.

Alarms have been serviced from the level of the Monitoring Console, which can be started on

the desktop shortcut or in the start menu:

Registration

Registration proceeds as similarly as in the DataEdit Console. The login name: next and

the password: next should be given. In the case that the registration window will not

appear automatically one should click on the Program- > Registration and act similarly.
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New Manual Alarm

1. To click on an icon add in Alarm tab.

2. To write down the object synonym or to seek it out in the search engine "...".

3. To mark the option automatically take over the alarm or after the confirmation to take

over the alarm manually by double click on the alarm from the list of new alarms.
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4. After taking over the alarm automatically its basic data will be displayed.

5. In order to display basic data of other alarm, the alarm from the list of active alarms

should be double clicked.

6. Basic data of the object contain information concerning the object taken over, so as the

address, contacts to the object and persons related with the object along with contacts.

The tab also shows a list of signals and events at the object from the beginning of the

alarm.

Activities during Alarm Service

To add a new event to the object connected with the alarm service one should use the

option of the alarm comic book during th alarm service.
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.There are possible the following events:

After clicking a list containing persons assigned to notifications will appear. After

choosing the person a window will appear, where we are able to correct the entry

and to write in information. Closing a window by the OK button causes recording

of the event.

Alarm has been called off by a customer.

Alarm has been confirmed.

Notifying and sending the response team to the object. From the menu opened by

clicking, the group to send should be chosen.

Cancelling the response team sent earlier to the object. As aforementioned, the

appropriate group should be chosen from the menu.

Activity performed, when the response team will report arriving at the object. As

aforementioned, one should choose the group which reached in place.

Justified alarm.

False alarm.

The end of alarm.

List of additional events defined in the configuration of the Monitoring Control

Panel (Console).

Report

In order to complete the alarm service it is necessary to do the following:

1. To remove and finish all alerts from the given object,    should be chosen during the

alarm service.

2. To choose the type of the report from the list and to make its own description.
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3. To approve data by , it will cause removing the alarm from the service and writing

down the closed report in the database.

4.The list  of  reports  from the alarm service is  available  in the  Monitoring  Control  Panel

(Console) by compilation of reports 

It is not possible to edit data in already closed report in the

system.
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2.4 Devices

This chapter describes how to add and to configure the new device at the account.

 Terms

Device - copying the physical account transmitter in the KronosNET

system.
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Device Template - model of the device, along with interpreted signals

and functions.

Equipment number - physical identifier of the device at the account.

Driver  -  a  set  of  modules  helping  in  the  communication  between

outside devices and the KronosNET system.

Port - ordinal number of the active port from configuration of the driver

from which the signal came.

Section - number of  the  point  in the  base  station where  the  signal

came from (it is possible to write down numbers of a few points  after

the comma).

Signal -  information received by the KronosNET system driver, sent

by the object device (transmitter).

List  of  Signals -  list  of  events  described in the system possible to

collect from the device.

Channel - information which channel should come the signal.

Signal Code - unique value which allows to interpret a signal from the

device.

Extension 1-5  -  optional,  additional  information associated  with the

received signal.

Alarm - account state signalled in the Monitoring Console after getting

the alarm signal back.

Device data are created from the level of the DataEdit Console which can be started on the

desktop shortcut or in the start menu:

The access to the Console is possible for the user with granted laws, such entitlements by

default has the user: next with the password: next.

Import of the Signal List to the Device Template

All account devices with its signals are directly related to

given device template.

Therefore modification on signal definitions also change

the signals on the accounts to which it's added.

The only exceptions are signals already changed (added,

edtited or deleted) directly on account.
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To add the new device to the definition it is necessary to do the following:

Choose Device Definitions on the bookmark Definitions.

Add a new device to the definition.

1. Add a new device template from the icon at the list of devices

2. Give the name of the device template and choose from the list the driver

collecting  the signals.

 

Choosing the symbol '*'  in  driver  area  will  cause  comparing

signals from any driver with the list of device signals codes at

the account.

However, in case of choosing specific driver from the list it will

allow  to  make  configurations  of  additional  functions  (e.g.  of

initial lines and parameters), if the driver allows.

Import the list of signals from the *csv file from the level of the Import button at

the device list.
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The  system  producer  prepared  the  templates  for  the  most

popular  devices.  In  order  to  get  them  please  contact  the

distributor.

Adding Device from the Template to the Account

In order to connect the device template to the account it is necessary to do the following:

Go to the bookmark Account and for the chosen account choose Devices.

Add a new device.

1. As the source of the new device choose Definitions of devices.

2. Give the following device data:

o pattern - defined device definition

o equipment number - depending on the producer's solution it can be: the

programmed number of the transmitter, a serial number, a telephone number

of the GSM network or the IMEI number,

o port,

o section,

o type of the device - ordinary.
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Edition of Signals

Change of descriptions, codes and signal alarms of the account device is possible from

the list of signals. In order to edit the list of signals it is necessary to do the following:

1. Go to the account devices.

2. Choose bookmark of signals.

3. Uncheck the option 'Show changes only' - it will also display signals from

device definition
4. The edition of the signal is  possible after marking the signal and the clicking

the edition icon.
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During the modification of the signal, window with event code and extension will

open, where the following could be defined:

Type of the signal - any,

Description of the signal - description visible in the Monitoring Control Panel

(Console),

Type of the alarm, to choose from:

o Information signal - receiving such signal will not generate the alarm in the

Monitoring Control Panel (Console), 

o Alarm - receiving such signal will generate the alarm in the Monitoring Control

Panel (Console).

Alarm - in case of choosing the alarm signal, the type of the alarm should be

chosen from the definitions.

Depending on the device and the driver the additional

information associated with the received signal can come up

at extensions:

number of the partition, the zone or the user for alarm

systems,

geographic coordinates for GPS devices,

unique identifier of the point read out of route check

devices.
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If for new signal as the code or the extension we will give

the symbol "*" and a signal will be taken from this device

it will be interpreted by the system irrespective of the

value in chosen field provided remaining values add up. 

The described situation can not be carried out in the

situation if a signal described still more precisely is short

listed, that is with the smaller number of signs "*".

Communication Control

The  communication  control  allows  to  define  the  type  of  the  alarm  which  will  be

generated in the event that the chosen device does not report for the stated time.

In order to add the contact control to the device, it is necessary to the following:

1. Go to the bookmark Accounts.

2. For the chosen object choose the icon Devices.

3. Go to the sub-bookmark Device Parameters for the specific device.

Add the communication control clicking plus icon.
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It is necessary to define:

type of generated alarm,

frequency, with which any signal is supposed to appear from the

device (if no signal turns up at the set period, an alarm will be

generated),

channel (any or specific), which any signal is supposed to come.

The system producer recommends to adjust at least twice

longer waiting time than amounts the test time set up on

the device.

2.5 Dictionaries of Devices

The  chapter  describes  how  to  add  dictionaries  to  the  devices.  Dictionaries  are  names

connected with certain values  which are used  for  an exchange  of  special  symbols  in the

signal description for appropriate names from the dictionaries.
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 Terms 

Subsystem -  division of the alarm system into zones independent of

each other which can be treated as the distinct alarm system.

Zone  -  connecting to the alarm system devices  (such as  sensors),

detecting changes of physical states.

User - name of person which armed or disarmed the account or went

the round path.

Point - name of the read out round path point. 

Group of Signals - set of signals which can be described such as for

example the account state. 

Dictionaries of devices are added from the level of the Edition Control Panel (Console). The

shortcut to the module is on the desktop or at the start menu:

The access to the Control Panel (Console) is possible for the user with granted laws, such

entitlements by default has the user: next with the password: next

Dictionaries of Devices

In order to add dictionaries to the device it is necessary to do the following:

1. Go to the Account bookmark and choose Device icon for the chosen account.

2. Go to the Dictionaries bookmark for specific device.

 

In the description of the signal it is possible to implement special marks which

exchange the values from 1-5 extensions or from the code of the received signal
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for values from dictionaries.

In the Monitoring Control Panel (Console) such a signal will have a description

with tags changed to adequate descriptions from dictionaries.

The following types of dictionaries are possible:

Zones (lines) - we write down the name of the line which is supposed to be

used in the description of the signal (3 signs in the number).

Subsystems (partitions) -  number and zone name which is supposed to be

used in the description of the signal (2 signs in the number).

Users - we write down the number and the user's name which is supposed to

be used in the description of the signal (3 figures in the number).

Points -  we write down the number and the point name which is supposed to

be used in the description of the signal.

Groups of signals - we write down the number and the group name which is

supposed to be used in the description of the signal. This  dictionary allows  to

individualize names of signal groups in case of using virtual devices.

In the Number, however, we implement  the  value  of  line, zone, user,  point  or

group of signals, but in the Name a description on which implemented number

should be interpreted in the Monitoring Control Panel (Console).

Model window of the dictionary:

Special Symbols in the Signal Description
In the description of the signal it is possible to put special symbols which in the

Monitoring Control Table (Console) put the appropriate value in the signal description,

e.g.:

 $C - it adds to the signal description the value which is in a signal code

 $E1 - it adds to the signal description the value which is in 1 extension of signal 

 $E2 - it adds to the signal description the value which is in 2 extension of signal 

 $E3 - it adds to the signal description the value which is in 3 extension of signal 

It is also possible to replace the appropriate value with the name:

In order to add the line name to the signal description, the account dictionaries should be
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completed with number and the name of the line, simultaneously special symbols

should be placed in the signal description, e.g.:

 $E1Z - it writes down to the signal description the name of the zone written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 1 

 $E2Z - it writes down to the signal description the name of the zone written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 2

 $E3Z - it writes down to the signal description the name of the zone written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 3

In order to add the zone name to the signal description, the account dictionaries should

be completed with number and the name of the zone, simultaneously special symbols

should be placed in the signal description, e.g.:

 $E1S - it writes down to the signal description the name of the subsystem written

down in  the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 1 

 $E2S - it writes down to the signal description the name of the subsystem written

down in  the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 2

 $E3S - it writes down to the signal description the name of the subsystem written

down in  the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 3

In order to add the user's name to the signal description, the account dictionaries should

be completed with number and the name of the user, simultaneously special symbols

should be placed in the signal description, e.g.:

 $E1U - it writes down to the signal description the name of the user written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 1 

 $E2U - it writes down to the signal description the name of the user written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 2

 $E3U - it writes down to the signal description the name of the user written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 3

In order to add the name of the person authorized and assigned to the account to the

signal description, the personal data should be completed with arming and disarming

codes, simultaneously special symbols should be placed in the signal description, e.g.:

$E1P - it writes down to the signal description the name of the person written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 1 

$E2P - it writes down to the signal description the name of the person written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 2

$E3P -it writes down to the signal description the name of the person written down in 

the account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 3

In order to add the point name to the signal description, the account dictionaries should

be completed with number and the name of the point, simultaneously special symbols

should be placed in the signal description, e.g.:

$E1T - it writes down to the signal description the name of the tag written down in  the
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account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 1 

$E2T - it writes down to the signal description the name of the tag written down in  the

account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 2

$E3T - it writes down to the signal description the name of the tag written down in  the

account dictionaries, for which the number comes in the extension 3

Using special symbol $V in the signal description it is also possible to show the value of

signal power sent by device.

2.6 Time Functions

This chapter describes how to create functions on account devices.

 Terms

Time Function - automatic check of the account generating the alarm

state depending on the time or the signal,

State  Function  -  control  of  the  determined  state  of  the  group  of

signals in the appointed time-frame,

Task Function - reminder about the need to perform a task,

Group of Signals - set of signals which can be described such as for
example the account state.

Functions are added from the level of the Edition Control Panel (Console). The shortcut to the

module is on the desktop or at the start menu:

The access to the Control Panel (Console) is possible for the user with granted laws, such

entitlements by default has the user: next with the password: next

State Function
State  Functions  are  used  to  check  the  state  of  particular  group  of  signals  (e.g.

concerning the account subsystem) in the set time. The function will react to the wrong

state of the group both about the start hour of the control, as well as at the state change.

The function is mainly used for checking the account state (disarmament/armament) in

the set time. The system can react both for arming as well as disarming of the account

in wrong hours, generating the alarm of the chosen type.
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The function defined on the level of the template will be

copied to the account during adding the template.

In order to add the function controlling the account arming in working days (Monday-

Friday) between 6 p.m.-6:59 a.m. and for the entire weekend it is necessary to do the

following:

Create group of signals:

1.Go to the Account bookmark and choose Device icon for the chosen account.

2. Go to the Signals bookmark for specific device.

3. Add group of signals.

4. Give the name of the group of signals (e.g. the name of the subsystem or the

entire system) and choose the Account State type .
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5. Add the signals associated with arming and disarming for the proper state of

group of signals. For that purpose, a particular signal should be chosen from the

signal list and dragged to the given state at groups of signals list.

Create State Function

1. Go to the Account bookmark and choose Monitoring icon for the chosen
account.

2. Go to the Functions bookmark simultaneously choosing the state function.
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3. Add new state functions.

For function controlling  the account arming in working days (Monday-Friday)

between 6 p.m.-6:59 a.m. it is necessary to supplement the following:

Group of signals  - created group with signals of the account state

Alarm - wrong state

Required state - armed

Type of calendar - Monday - Friday

Start time, Completion time of control - control time: 6 p.m. to 6.59 a.m.

After the approval the following function will be created:

For function controlling the account arming during weekend it is necessary to

supplement the following:

Group of signals  - created group with signals of the account state

Alarm - wrong state

Required state - armed

Type of calendar - Saturday - Sunday

Start time, Completion time of control - control time: 00:00 a.m. to 11.59 p.m.

After the approval the following function will be created:

In the case of wrong detecting the state of the group of signals in the given time a

generated alarm which was placed in the configuration of functions will remain.

The function defined on the level of the template will be
copied to the account during adding the template.
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State Change Function

The state change function in contrast with the state function will generate the alarm only
when the state of particular group of signals is changed in the set time. The function will
not generate the alarm if  the account at  beginning of  function in effect  is  in the wrong
state. It will only react to the state change when it is in effect.

This  function  is  applied  for  example  for  checking,  whether  somebody  already  after
closing the building came back ahead of time during the period preceding the control by
state function.
In order to add state change function it is necessary to do the following:

1. Go to the Account bookmark and choose Monitoring icon for the chosen account.

2. Go to the Functions bookmark simultaneously choosing the state function.

3. Add new state functions.

The function defined on the level of the template will be
copied to the account during adding the template.

Event Function

Event functions allow to generate a particular alarm at the given account in the specific
time or from time to time.

In order to add event functions, reminding about the response team drive, generating the

alarm every day at 8:00 a.m. it is necessary:

1. Go to the Account bookmark and choose Monitoring icon for the chosen account.

2. Go to the Functions bookmark simultaneously choosing the event function.

Add a new  event function after clicking plus icon on the right side of bookmark.

Entering the function one should give the following:
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alarm - name of generated alarm

description - Send the intervention group

Type of calendar - every day

Generating time - 09:00

2.7 Patrol route monitoring

This chapter deals with patrol route monitoring. 

For this functionality to work route check device driver must
be installed and configured.  

 Terms

Route check function, path  - line of a guard movement with check
points placed.  

Check point - point on the path with unique ID  . 

Route check device is configured from the level of Data Edit Console. Shortcut is available on
the desktop or Start menu.  

These devices are monitored in Monitoring Console.Shortcut is available on the desktop or
Start menu. 

Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
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password next has such rights by default.  

Adding and configuration of route check devices  

To add a new path:  

1. Add a device.  
Go to Accounts tab and for the chosen account add route check device (adding

devices has been described in chapter Devices). 

2. Add check points.

Check points are signals of type device point registration.  

Signals can be added in two ways: 

manually - adding a signal in the Devices ->Signal edition tab

automatically - after a check point has been checked it will be assigned to a device.  

Description of such signal will be set as its time of arrival. It can be edited in Devices -

>Signal edition tab

 Automatic  adding  of  points  will  work  after  device  is  added  to  an

account and a signal not yet described is received from this device.  

To make automatic adding of points work option of adding new signals

must be set in Kernel (Tools->Configuration ->Kernel->New signals).

3. Go to Routes tab for particular device.  
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Route function allows to check if the points have been checked by a guard equipped

with a route check device.

To add  a  route  that  is  realized  every day,  every hour  between 17:00,  and

08:00:

1. Add new path by clicking plus icon on the "Patrol list"  

2. Provide path details: 

Name   

Alarm - name of alarm generated by breach of this path  

Path type: 

o simple - all points have to be checked within specified timeframe, sequence is

not important.  

o advanced  - both times and sequence of checks can be set.  

Calendar type  - every day  

Start & end times  - 17:00 do 08:00

Repeat every - 1:00

3. After confirmation desired point have to be dragged and dropped.  

Śimple path 
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For a simple path all points  must  be  checked  in any  order  within specified  time.

Missing even one will trigger an alarm .  

Advanced path  

For advanced path we can set required sequence and times of checks of every

single point. In case time or sequence of checks is breached, alarm will be

generated.  

By double clicking a point on point list or path list we can set time tolerance. It can

also by done with a slider.  
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Monitoring route check devices

By clicking Paths icon for a specific account we can access previously created
route paths. This option is available in Alarms, Services and Account Data tabs.
Actions that can be taken while working with paths:  

suspension  

start (after suspension)  

delay (moves route start time forward)  

2.8 GPS Monitoring

This chapter deals with GPS monitoring. This functionality allows:  
displaying current position  

tracing routes  

geofencing  

For  GPS  monitoring  to  be  operational  proper  GPS  device
driver must be installed and configured.  

GPS devices  are configured in Data Edit  Console. Shortcut  is  available on the  desktop or
Start menu.   

GPS devices are monitored in Monitoring Console or separate Web Modules.  
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Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
password next has such rights by default.  

Adding and configuration of a GPS device.  

To add a new GPS device: 

1.Go to Definitions and click Maps icon. 

2.Add new map.
Traced objects can be displayed on previously prepared maps. It is possible to use
bitmaps, GoogleMaps or Navigo maps.  

While adding a map provide: 
map type

priority  -  denotes order of maps on the list in Monitoring Console (important when
a few maps are in use) 
map name 

longitude and latitude  - to set the center of the map.  
1. Go to Accounts tab and add a new account.  
2. Choose account type:

vehicle - it will show up on the response team managment map only while in
alarm state.  
response team vehicle  - visible all the time on the response team managment
map.  

1.Go to Accounts tab and choose icon Devices. 

2.Add new GPS device.  

with 'position' signal type:
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Geofencing

Geofencing allows to control area of movement of a GPS device. In case this function is
triggered system will show an alarm. There can be multiple geofencing functions set per
account with various areas and times.  

To control position in an area between 6:00 and 17:59:  

1.Go to Accounts tab and choose Monitoring icon for the account.  

2.Go to sub-tab Object area.

Add new Object area.  

While adding a new function provide:  
Name - area name, used in generated alarm description

Alarm - name of generated alarm in case geofencing is breached.  

Calendar type  - every day  

Start and end times - 06:00 do 17:59

After map selection choose the area (square, circle or polygon).  

Areas can be filled in with:  
squares -  area in which presence is allowed  

stripes -  restricted area.  
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Available options for each area:

available area 

restricted area 

area editing

new polygon point  

remove polygon point  

Areas are created with right mouse button.

 

After confirmation a geofencing function is created.  

Monitoring GPS devices

Object area summary  icon will bring up look up of the created areas for a
particular account. This option is available in Alarms, Services and Account
Data tabs.

Alarm is triggered when a device leaves or enters designated area.  
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Each map can be displayed in separate window in full screen mode.  

Object position icon brings up current position or list of positions for a given time
period. This option is available in Alarms, Services and Account Data tabs. 

Current  position of  all  response  teams  and  accounts  in alarm  state  can  be
looked up by using Response team managment tool
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2.9 Video Monitoring

This chapter deals with hooking up cameras to Kronos NET system. 

 Terms

Camera library  - module for work with a specific brand of cameras   

Cameras  are configured from the level of  Data Edit  Console. Shortcut  is  available  on the
desktop or Start menu.  
 

Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
password next has such rights by default.  

Adding and configuration of a new camera   

System  allows  access  to  cameras  or  DVRs  through  web  browser  mechanism  or
camera library.  
Cameras are available in Monitoring Console or Video Console.  

To add a new camera:  

1. Go to Accounts tab.  

2. Go to Cameras tab.  

System can access cameras through:  

Web browser  
Provide:  

internet address  - for example: camera.next.biz.pl or IP 

port - 81

user and password.  - next
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Camera library  - camera libraries offer extended functionalities.  

Camera  libraries  are  added  locally  depending  on  chosen
components  during  system  installation  process.  They  can
also  be  added  later,  manually  from  the  Tools  level. Details
can be fount in chapter  i(Camera library)

After choosing a library provide:
Address

Port

User and password 

In order to receive full list of available camera libraries please
contact your local distributor or NEXT! directly. 
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Viewing the cameras is available from the level of:  

Monitoring Console

Video Console

Video monitoring

To access a camera in Monitoring Console choose account tab in Account data,
Alarms or Services.  
Choosing a web access to a camera may result in a prompt for user and
password. Logging to camera library is automatic.  

Video Console allows simultaneous access to many cameras. 

1. From menu choose Configuration->Object visibility. 

2. From the list choose objects from which cameras are to be available.  
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3. List of chosen objects is located on the left side of the module. To display any camera
just drag and drop it on any area marked: No assigned camera. 

PTZ availability depends on a particular camera and camera library.  

PTZ is activated by panel:  

Icon descriptions:  

zoom in, zoom out.  
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movie recording or snapshot  

focus

image archive stored in a given device

2.10 Service

This chapter describes managing service and issuing service documents.  

 Terms

Service  document - document connected with technical  service  of

an  account,  including  system  check-up,  repairs,  modernization  or

deinstallation.  

All service documents can be accessed form Service Console. Shortcut  is  available on the
desktop or Start menu.  

Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
password next has such rights by default.  

Modernization of alarm  systems

To create a new document for system upgrade:  
1. From Open tab choose Modernization  
2. Add new modernization document.  
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3. Find and select account for modernization.
4. After confirmation a document will be issued with New  status with items to be edited:

 
Document status  - new accepted, rejected, assigned, done, verified, closed  

Priority and progress  

Responsible person - person responsible for the task 

Start before / finish by  

Description of requirements and the end result  

Time spent - calculated or supplied task time 

Equipment  - installed equipment  

Cost and  Additional Cost  

After selecting person responsible for the task the status
will automatically change to Assigned. 

5. Confirm changes.

6. After the task is completed change the status to Done.  

Setting document status  to Done causes  the document
to vanish from the open slips list. Such document cannot
be edited.  

7. List of done slips is available in Done, Accounts or Summaries  tabs .
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Service slips can also be created by a user from the level of Monitoring Console  
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Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
password next has such rights by default.  

 New service slip for Monitoring Console  

To add a new service slip form Monitoring Console: 

1. In  Account data tab find the account fro which the slip will be created.  

2. Choose Summary of service slips  

3. Add new slip 

4. Fill in problem description and, optionally, document subtype, reporting and
responsible person. 

5. Confirm the data

Slip issued in such way will show up in Service Console
as New. Service Console user can then fill in the details 

Check-up slips can be created periodically by the system through a check-up calendar
created at the level of an account.  

Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
password next has such rights by default.  

Check-up slips  

To add a slip for check-up that has to tak place on the first of each month, every other
month: 

1. Go to Accounts tab and for the chosen account select Check-up slip.  

2. Add new task.  

3. Provide:
check-up  - at the beginning of the period,

description

months - 2,

Person - responsible person or company  
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After adding a check up system will generate a document that  will show  up at
designated time in the Service Console window.  

If check up date falls  on 31st day of  a 30 day month
check-up slip will be generated on the last  day of  the
month.  

It is possible to generate any type of service slip
automatically, based on specified conditions through actions
mechanism. 

2.11 Invoicing

This chapter deals with invoicing based on provided agreement data. 

 Terms

Client  - entity that  is  the owner of  protected premises  with whom  the

bills are setteled.  

Agreement - legally binding contract for providing service 

Payment  -  any  amount  due  generated  by  any  user  or  the  system.

Invoices are generated based on payments.  
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Agreements and payments are defined in the Data Edit Console.  

Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
password next has such rights by default.  

New agreement.  

To add a new agreement for a user that has following provisions on payments:  
periodic payment  - mothly fee in this case. 

per event - alarm system check-up in this case

response fee - 3 visits by response team per month are free.

1. Choose an account for which agreement will be created.  

2. Choose Agreement for the account.  

3. Ad new agreement (Agreement can be added from a previously created
template in Definitions->Agreement templates) 

4. Fill in Name and Agreement type (Types can be added in Definitions-
>Dictionaries->Agreement types)  

5. In the Payments tab and types of services add new payments.  

For  periodic payment  provide:
o Name  - monthly fee 
o choose  periodic payment
o Paymet period  - month 
o Payment generated - at the beginning of the period  
o Number of months  - 1
o Beginning of the period day - 1
o Price & Tax  - amount and tax for the payment.  

For per even payment  provide:
o Name  - system check-up 
o choose Event payment
o Event - choose from the list  System check-up document closed. 
o Price & Tax - amount and tax for the generated payment.  

For   per even payment with discount provide:
o Name  - Response team visit
o choose Event payment 
o Event - choose from list   New event from comic 
o Extension - chhose from the list  Response team arrived
o Price & Tax -  amount and tax for generated payment. 
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o Period type  - month
o Beginning of the period  - 1

o Add percentage discount  for the chosen payment
o Value - 100 %
o Discount validity period  - whole agreement period.  
o Max discount count in the period - 3

6. In the  Content tab we can prepare content of the agreement (text
agreement) or add new scan of the agreement  

7. Accept the ageement.  

8. Assign an account to a client for whom invoices will be generated by drag
and drop method.  

System will generate payments for the account according to the provisions of the
agreement.  

Based on the payments generated by the system invoices can be issued in the Billing

Console.  

Access  to  this  Console  is  available  only  to  users  with appropriate  rights. User  next  with
password next has such rights by default.  

Generating invoices 

In order to collect payments from accounts assigned to a client and issue invoice: 

From Invoices tab choose Invoice
generator 
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Select period and clients to be
invoiced:

Invoicing period  - choose last, finished
invoicing period. 
Payment type   - choose all types of
payments
Move to next step  

Select accounts and  payments
System will search all accounts
conforming to above conditions.  
Move to next step

Invoice list,
List  of invoices that will be generated.
Following items can be changed:   

Sale date

Method of payment

Credit period
Move to next step

Summary
Confirm the invoice list

Invoices for the given period are available in the  Invoices tab. After selecting a
document it can be edited, printed, sent by email or saved to a file.  

Collection of invoices can be exported to external
systems via export libraries.  
In order to receive an export library please contact your
distributor.  

2.12 Adding system users

This chapter describes adding new users and access rights  

 Terms

User  - person that can log into the system (or module) with a set  of
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access rights. 
Module - any system console, Kernel, drivers and tolls provided with
Kronos Net system. .

Users are added from the level of  Configuration Tools, shortcut  to which is  located on the
desktop or menu Start.  

Access  to the System->Users  tab is  possible for users  with appropriate  rights. By  default
user next with passowrd next has such rights.  

New user 

In order to add a new system user:  

1 Click the plus icon in order to provide login name and password. 

2. Add access rights manually or automatically by clickin select all icon.  

Depending on the access rights granted a user can access the whole system
or only selected parts of it.  

Removing all users or taking away admin rights from all
users will make access to the system impossible.  

3. Create a unique user password.  

1. System is case sensitive when reading passwords.
2. User data are in the Security.dat. file. Removing  this  file
and  then system  restart  will  cause  a  default  system  user
next to be restored.  

2.13 Account groups

This chapter is intended to present creation of account groups.  

 Terms
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Account group - accounts can be split into groups. They are utilised
among others  in Monitoring Console to  limit  the  number  of  serviced
accounts.
Modułe - any system console, Kernel, drivers and tolls provided with
Kronos Net system.  
Alarm priority   - priority or significance level of an alarm. Alarm with
lower priority number is more important. Alarms  with their priority are
defined in Data Edit Console in the Definitions tab section Alarms.  

Creation of  account  groups  and  assigning  modules  to  groups  is  done  from  the  level  of
Configuration Tools shortcut to which is located on the desktop or in menu start.

Assigning accounts to groups is done in Data Edit  Console shortcut  to which is  located on

the desktop or in menu start.

Access to the Consoles is possible for users with proper access rights. By default user next
with password next has such authorization.  

Creating account groups and assigning modules to them. 

To create a group:  

1. In Kernel configuration go to Account  Groups.

2. Add new account 

Account gropus are assignd to specific  modules  (consoles) with possibility of
selecting which alarms will be handled by which Console.  
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3. Assign Console to a group. 

Having  defined  account  groups  we  can assign them  to  chosen modules.  In
order to do so module name must be provided and a group must be chosen.  
One module can be assigned to a few groups. In such case Console will have
access to all accounts from chosen groups.  
Selecting All groups will give a module access to all accounts, including those
that are not assigned to any group. 
 
If a Console handles alarms we can assign alarm priorities that will be sent to it
by  Kernel.  Using  "*"  will  cause  all  alarms  to  be  sent  do  dthe  designated
Console.  
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1. After creating account groups  and assigning Consoles  to

them Kernel restart is necessary.  

2. It  is  highly advisible to have  one  Console  with all  groups

and alarm priorities assigned 

3. No *:*  will cause Consoles  not enumerated by  name  will

not be able to log into the system.  .

Assigning an account to a group.  

In order to assign an account to a group  following must be performed in Edition
Console:  

1. Go to Accounts tab and choose General icon.  

2. Go to General tab. 
Account can be assigned to any existing group.  .

In Monitoring Console   group names along with alarm count are visible over the
module tab. Console can see only these accounts that have been assigned to them.  

Account can be assigned to a group for other Consoles (Service,
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Billing, Video and Edit Consoles). It will make these Consoles to

display only accounts assigned to groups assigned to these modules.

 

2.14 Action with text message notification

It is possible through the use of the actions system to automatically genrate a predefined
reaction in response to an event or signal or their sequence. Sending a text message can be
one such action.  

Actions are added to an account in Data Edition Console, with possibility to choose
predefined action. Shortcut to console is in the menu Start or on the desktop  

Access to the Consoles is possible for the user with appropriate permissions . By default
access is granted to user next with password next 

Sending a text message  

To define an action sending a text message with info on a generated alarm:  

1. From Accounts tab choose an account  

2. For chosen account choose  Monitoring, and then Actions tab 

3. Add a new Action using Create new action

4. Add desired name for the action, choose Send text and then click Next  

5. In detail choose:
Action type - Alarm

Alarm - choose alarm type from the list for ex. Burglary

Select option Create
With the above settings an action will be generated while Burglary alarm is
triggered  

6. In the reaction details choose: 
Given contact - will allow to provide a phone number to which text will be
sent.  
GSMGate - Text message gate drive name, that will be used (GSMGate by
default)
Telephone number  - phone number receiving the message
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Check option Use data from step and choose 1: Alarm  

Checking option Use data from step 1: Alarm will allow to define message
content based on alarm data shown in hints.  

Full list of available Action events and possible reactions is
described in KronosNET manual, chapter   Actions

2.15 Adding a driver and driver configuration

This chapter is intended to present driver configuration and adding new drivers. 

 Terms

Driver  -  a  family  of  modules  used  for  kommunication  between

hardware devices and Kronos Net system.  

Device - image of a hardware device (transmitter)  .

Plug-in (*.ocx) -  file  responsible  for  configuration of  a  module  or  a
driver.
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Driver is added from the level of  Configuration Tools  KronosNET Narzędzia konfiguracyjne
KronosNET, shortcut to which is located on the desktop or menu Start.

Adding a driver  configuration plugin

For drivers installed during system installation process plug in will

already be installed in the  system.

In order to manually add a driver a plug-in must be chosen  

From the menue choose Configuration->Plugins

Add plug-in by clicking the plus icon.  

1.  Provide  driver  name  and  path  to  the  plug-in  from  the  default  directory
KronosNET2\plugins.

2. On the Configuration tab the name of the chosen plug-in will show up. 
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Driver configuration 

In order to configure a driver: 
1. Choose a driver from the Configuration list  

2. Fill in config data:

Module name:  system wide unique name  
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With the first driver start it is advisable to activate the logging

option, which will help to obtain more  information in case  of

problems with the driver.  

3. Add active ports  - llist of ports connected to the driver (for example COM, TCP

or UDP ports). 

One driver can service a few devices through different

ports (for example a few base receivers connected to

different RS232 ports).

Each port can be freely described by the port name,

which will  be  linked  to  each signal  received  by  the

driver

While adding a port its parameters must be provided.  
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Parameters depend on the connected device and they need to

be obtained from the device manufacturer.   

Configurations  of  drivers  can  vary  because  of  different

parameters and options of connected devices.   

Each  change  made  in  the  driver  configuration  requires  its
restart.  

Starting a driver

If a driver has been added during the system installation

process  its  system service will already be installed and

running.  

To add a driver:  

Go  to  the  Services  tab  choose  plus  icon  and  choose  a  driver  from  the  list  of
available ones.  
It is advised to keep all the drivers in the KronosNET directory  

Actions possible for each driver:  

start,

stop,

restart,

driver start mode change. In auto mode as opposed to manual driver system
service will start with start of the Windows system.  
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Driver is a Windows system service working in the background.  
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